Wildfire Attack & Suppression Mobile Foam Module
The Wildfire Attack & Suppression Mobile Foam Module is designed for rapid attack/first on scene
wilderness fire fighting. Contained in a rugged cage slung from beneath an attack helicopter, or
mounted on a vehicle, the mobile foam module has remarkable first on scene fire fighting capability.
Each mobile foam module contains an MFU 50-150, a 650-litre water tank, 2 Vario 13 backpack units
and a high-volume water pump and hose.

MFU 50-150 Premium
The MFU 50-150 water/foam fire fighting system is a fully self-contained, high
pressure Mobile Foam Unit with outstanding versatility and is highly effective
in its performance. Single person operation with a turn of a key and a push of
a button, the MFU is ready for work in seconds. With its 30-metre hose, 30metre throw range and remote-control option, the MFU 50-150 can adapt to
most fire situations fast and efficiently. The MFU 50-150 can be mounted on
most vehicles or trailers, various water tank sizes are available to suit the
user’s requirements.

Vario Carbon Ultralight foam fire extinguisher systems are available in 9 and 13 ltr. capacity.

With a range of more than 20-metres, firefighters can attack fires with a high level of accuracy
from a greater and safer distance. With its comfortable carry handle or optional
ergonomic backpack allows for a more efficient control over small and medium sized fires. This
compact and hi performance system effectively handles most fire situations with ease. The
Vario series foam extinguishers are field refillable in under 2 minutes with no tools or special
equipment.

High Volume Water Pump: Self-contained high-volume water pump with quiet-running gasoline
engine and automatic centrifugal clutch. With electric starter and automatic speed limit during
suction. Automatic control of output pressure. The illuminated multifunction panel provides
intuitive control.
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